
 

 
 

Charval - 2013 
(52% Rkatsiteli, 39% Chardonnay, 7% Sauvignon Blanc, 1% Petit Manseng) 

(52% Gordonsville, 37% Carter Mountain, 8% Front Royal, 3% Nevaeh) 

 
 

Date Harvested:  Sep 14 – Sep 25, 2013             Brix at Harvest:  Avg 20.6                           

Alcohol:  11.1%    T.A.:  9.15 g/l – 0.915%  

pH:  3.56     V.A.:  0.50 g/l  - 0.050%  

Residual Sugar:  1.2 g/l - 0.12%     

Fermentation:  

 Stainless (38%) 

 Barrel (62%)  

 Commercial yeast 

Cooperage: 

 38% Stainless Steel 

 17% New Jupilles Oak Barrique (225 L) 

 45% Neutral Jupilles Oak 

 4 months 

Malo-Lactic Fermentation:  39% 

 

Production:   1700 Cases of 12 bottles 

 

Price:  $20.00 / btl  - $240.00 / cs 

 

Vineyard Information: 

 
The Rkatsiteli for this wine comes from a vineyard in Gordonsville, the Chardonnay from a vineyard on 

Carter Mountain both in the Monticello AVA and Nevaeh Vineyard,  and the Petit Manseng and Sauvignon 

Blanc from a vineyard in Front Royal. 

 

The Chardonnay that comes from Carter Mountain is a higher elevation site that gets cooler nights 

preserving acidity and is planted to clones that are about holding acidity and maintaining slightly lower and 

balanced sugars for better alcohol balance. 

 

This Chardonnay is sourced from the Hill Block of our estate Nevaeh Vineyard.  The Hill Block of Nevaeh 

vineyard is a south facing slope that creates most of Tarara’s richest fruit.  The soils are deeper and there is 

better air movement coming from the closer proximity to the Potomac River.  This helps the fruit enjoy a 

longer potential hang time in Loudoun’s warmer fall evenings.  There are several limestone deposits that 

cut through the Hill block because of its close proximity to the river.  The fruit from the Hill tends to be 

well structured and more complex showing a great combination of bright berry fruit and minerality.   

 

The Rkatsiteli comes from a site that is at the base of the many surrounding hillsides of the area.  It is fairly 

hard red clay soils and is really showing well with this interesting variety originating from the Republic of 

Georgia.  The fruit tends to be very Sauvignon Blanc like from this site but with somewhat lower alcohol 



levels only being in the 10-11% range with vibrant acidity and a great balance of herbal and citrus like 

elements. 

 

The Sauvignon Blanc comes from a west facing steep slope in the mountains just outside Front Royal.  The 

stony and steep soils allow for some minerality to come into the fruit while the cooler mountainside creates 

Sauvignon Blanc with some fresh herbal notes and the afternoon sun ads some great pineapple components 

from abundant sunlight.  The Petit Manseng on this site has the ability to hang extremely long getting ripe 

exotic character while still maintaining its telltale vibrant acidity and massive mouthfeel. 

 

 

Harvest Conditions:   

 
The 2013 vintage will often be remembered as the year that took 5 off the end of every winemaker’s life 

span.  In the end, it all came together with a brilliant harvest time, but leading up was constantly scary.  The 

wines show great vibrancy and finesse with the early ripeners shining like Chardonnay and Merlot.  There 

was some struggle with the later ripeners getting them fully mature. 

 

The season started very late with a very cold and wet spring.  We did not see bud break until the start of 

May which is unheard of.  Everyone thought it was a blessing in disguise and that at least we wouldn’t have 

to worry about frost.  We were wrong.  We had the latest frost I remember on May 14
th

 and while it did not 

do tons of damage, it did weaken the vines going into the season.  The rest of the summer season we 

unseasonally wet and cool so we knew we would have trouble ripening the late riperners and had to get all 

the canopies wide open and drop fruit.  In the end dropping fruit came back to bite us as the frost and cold 

weather forced the vines to start aborting some fruit as well.  It also forced the worse animal damage (birds, 

raccoons, etc.) that we have seen because their nature food sources in the forests were wiped out from the 

tough year. 

 

The sun came out close to the end of August and stayed through the picking season which was great.  It 

allowed us to be patient and harvest some superb fruit with incredible balance.  I the end we quite like what 

we have from 2013, but the downfall is it is the smallest harvest on record, by far. 

 

Winemaking: 

 

This is our eclectic white blend that is all about showcasing the vintage and aiming at making a 

wine that is just delicious.  It is a blend of barrel fermented wines and stainless fermented and 

aged to try to reach a great complexity and a wine of overall balance.  The wines were all cool 

fermented to preserve the aromatics.  Only the Chardonnay was allowed to go through Malo-

Lactic Fermentation and all the barrels had weekly batonage.  The barrels and tanks were then 

tried, tried and then tried some more to come up with a final blend showing the elegance, finesse 

and ripe characters of 2013.  The wine was bottled at the end of February 2014. 

 

Tasting Note: 

 

This wine shows our direction of trying to gain restraint in our wines.  It is all about finesse and 

elegance.  The nose is loaded with lemon drop, cut grass, some flinty notes and an underlying ripe 

pineapple note.  The palate has almost searing acidity showing its youthful nature, but it balanced 

with the intense fruit on the lean frame.  A wine of true elegance.  This wine will be best in its 

youth. 

      

Food Pairing: 

 

This is a great aperitif wine, but is also awesome for a seafood lover.  A dream would be to just 

sit down with a big ol’ bucket of oysters and go to town, but it will also be great with those 

littleneck clams and crab claws you want at the same time.  Just have a shellfish extravaganza and 

include this delicious sipper.  


